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Thursday June 21, 2018 marks the first day of 

summer! One of summers most popular 

activities is camping – so why not inject a little 

bit of camping fun into your day home routine. 

Here are a few ideas to get you inspired! 

 

Nature Impressions in Play Doh – Have the children collect natural materials from outside such 
as, pine cones, acorns, rocks, grasses, seed pods, sticks, leaves and flowers. Provide the little ones 
with some Play Doh and let their imaginations go to work! Encourage discussions and 
observations as the children get busy. To add another sensory element, you could make a batch of 
scented Play Doh. Visit this website to check out the great recipes for a variety of naturally 
scented and textured Play Doh.  https://theimaginationtree.com/10-natural-play-dough-recipes/ 

Camp Ranger Outfit – Create your own Camp Ranger Vest 
using a Large Paper bag and a pair of binoculars using toilet 
paper rolls – You will need: A grocery paper bag, scissors, felt 
pens, empty toilet or paper towels, string and duct tape. To 
create the vest first lay the bag flat and cut out the neckline 
from the bottom of the bag. Next, cut up the front of the bag 
to create the vest. Cut the arm holes and trim the vest 
opening. Turn the vest inside out so any print is facing in and 
have the children decorate the vest with markers or crayons. 
To create the binoculars, start by cutting the paper towel 
tube in half or use two toilet paper rolls. Next, wrap the two 
halves of the tube with your tape of choice. Cut your string 
or yarn to the desired length and attach to the tubes 

 

 

  

Dramatic Play Camping – Camping is the perfect summer activity to get outdoors and enjoy 

nature. Not all your children in care may have had a chance to experience camping yet so 

doing a little dramatic play is a great opportunity to act out and practice all the excitement 

and scenarios involved in camping. A great project that the children can help create is making 

a “camp fire”. Gather used paper towel rolls, tape, red, yellow and orange tissue paper and 

crayons or markers. Have the children color the “logs” and help assemble fire. You could 

even craft roasting sticks(straws) with marshmallows (cotton balls) and hot dogs (brown 

construction paper).  The play could begin with packing camping supplies like; sleeping bags, 

trail mix, flashlights and then “driving to the campsite” (arrange chairs into car seats). Tents 

and lawn chairs are great or a large sheet over the kitchen table could act as a “tent” too. 

Have fun and help set the stage for creativity and great conversations! Check out these 

websites for more great ideas and free printable signs for your campsite, 

https://whereimaginationgrows.com/preschool-camping-pretend-play/ 

www.notimeforflashcards.com/2011/02/pretend-play-camping-and-campfire-craft.html 

 

 

 

Check out these awesome Camping themed books: 

- “A Camping Spree with Mr. Magee”  

                                                 by Chris Van Dusen  

- “We’re Going on a Nature Hunt”   

                                                 by Steve Metzger 

- “If You Find a Rock” by Peggy Christian 

- “When We Go Camping” by Margriet Ruurs 

- “Ladybug Girl and Bingo” by Jacky Davis 

  

https://whereimaginationgrows.com/preschool-camping-pretend-play/
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The month of June has several days dedicated to recognizing and celebrating the diverse groups of people that make up Canada. June 21st is National 

Indigenous Peoples Day, June 24th is Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day and June 27th we celebrate Canadian Multiculturalism day.  Let’s use these days to share about 

the wonderful diversity of Canada and of each others’ cultures. 

 

3D Salt Dough Maps –Materials: 4 cups of flour,2 cups 

of salt, 2 cups of water, 2 tablespoons of cream of 

tartar, large pieces of cardboard, scissors, markers, 

paint, paint brushes. To begin have the children mix 

the first 4 items in a big bowl. This will create the self -

hardening salt dough. Next visit these websites - 

http://www.eduplace.com/ss/maps/ or 

http://www.yourchildlearns.com/megamaps.htm  to 

download free maps to print out or draw out your own 

outline – these maps do not need to be perfect or in 

great detail, they will be covered in the dough. Cut the 

map and trace the outline onto the cardboard, remove 

the paper and have the children flatten the balls of the 

dough over the map. Start with covering the map and 

then have the children build up mountainous areas to 

show different elevations. Once the dough is 

completely dry the children can then paint the maps. 

Depending on the ages of the children in care some of 

the older children can do the more detailed aspects of 

painting if using one large map or each child could 

create their own map based on the countries of their 

family’s nationality. Get creative and include details 

like rivers, names of cities and surrounding countries 

and even a key to help decipher the map. Have fun! 

  

Canada is a land of immigrants and 1 out of every 5 Canadians was born outside the 

country. Use this opportunity to discuss with the children unique aspects of their 

cultures and the exciting traditions that make them special. Why not ask parents to 

share traditional music and instruments, food or recipes. Here is a quick activity to 

create a drum. Drums have always been an important part of Huron -Wendat Aboriginal 

culture. Drums are played during ceremonies and accompany singing and dancing. The 

beat of the drum symbolizes the beating of the heart for the Huron- Wendat people. 

Materials: two balloons, a round plastic container, two elastic bands, art supplies to 

decorate the drum, piece of material for stuffing, stick or tree branch measuring about ½ 

inch in diameter, and 12 inches long, string or wool. Start by cutting the bottom off a 

round balloon (before it's blown up). Next stretch the balloon over a round container 

and secure with a rubber band or even heavy-duty tape to insure the balloon will not 

come off. Have the children decorate the outside part of the container. Cut the bottom 

off another round balloon and stuff fabric into the end of the balloon to make a small 

ball this will help create the drum stick. Poke the stick into the stuffed balloon. Gather 

the opening of the balloon around the stick and fasten with a rubber band. If you like, 

you can cover the rubber band with string or wool. 

 

Check out these beautiful books on Multiculturalism and Diversity 

- “Houses and Homes” By Ann Morris and Ken Heyman 

- “I See the Sun in Afghanistan” By Dedie King and Judith Inglese * 

-“Global Babies” By The Global Fund for Children *books that are a part of a series 

-“Jenneli’s Dance” By Elizabeth Denn 

-“Strictly No Elephants” By Lisa Mantchev 

-“Some Kids Use Wheelchairs” By Lola Schaefer 

-“Jenneli’s Dance” By Elizabeth Denny 

 

 

All About Me Play Doh People – Let the children explore what characteristics 

make them special while enjoying some sensory play. Visit this website for a 

recipe for non-toxic flesh colored Play Doh 

http://littlestarslearning.blogspot.com/2012/10/flesh-tone-play-dough-

tutorial.html. Have the children start by looking in a mirror and discuss what 

features they all have, and which ones are unique to them. Provide them with 

items like; dry noodles, shells, googily eyes, grasses, sticks, beads, flowers, etc. 

to help them create their image.  
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